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Abstract Numerical analysis of global heat transfer with
coupled thermal radiation and heat conduction is inves-
tigated in Czochralski silicon crystal growth furnace with
curved diffuse and specular surfaces. The ®nite element
method and the radiation element method are adopted to
solve the global heat transfer and the radiative heat
exchange, respectively. The emphasis focuses on the
discussion of the in¯uence of silicon surface radiative
characteristics, i.e., either diffuse or specular, on the global
heat transfer and the crystal growth process. When the
specular character of the silicon crystal and melt surfaces
is considered, it is found that the temperature of the melt
is obviously decreased and the crystal pulling rate is
enhanced.

List of symbols
A area of surface element
cp speci®c heat capacity
êz unit vector in the axial direction
FA

ij absorption view factor from surface element i to
surface element j

FD
ij diffuse re¯ection view factor from surface element i

to surface element j
DLs latent heat of solidi®cation
n̂ normal unit vector
Pe Peclet number
Q heat generation rate

QJ diffuse radiation heat transfer rate
QX net rate of radiative heat loss
QT heat generation rate of emission, Aer T4

qr radiative heat ¯ux
Rc radius of crystal
St Stefan number, DLs/cpsT0

T temperature
T0 temperature at melting point of silicon
V pulling velocity

Greek symbols
e emissivity
k thermal conductivity
q density
qD diffuse re¯ectivity
qS specular re¯ectivity
r Stefan-Boltzmann constant

Subscripts
l melt
s crystal

1
Introduction
Precision heat transfer control in Czochralski (CZ) crystal
growth is of practical signi®cance since the quality of the
growing crystals is closely related to its thermal history in
the CZ furnace. In recent decades many researchers have
been studied the global heat transfer of the CZ crystal
growth [1±8]. It is well recognized that radiation is a
dominant mechanism for heat transfer in the CZ crystal
growth apparatus. The surface of silicon crystal is gener-
ally specular against thermal radiation, and the surface of
metal liquid is specular and curved. A perusal of the rel-
evant literature reveals, however, that the specular re¯ec-
tion character of the silicon crystal and melt surfaces is not
incorporated in most existing heat transfer investigations
[1±9] since the complexity of the structure of CZ furnace
[10±11].

Analytical solutions have been utilized in analyzing
radiation transfer with specular components. As Modest
[12] points out, however, such methods are limited to
simple con®gurations. The radiation element method
introduced by Maruyama [13] deals with radiative heat
transfer in arbitrary three-dimensional con®gurations that
possess both specular and/or diffuse re¯ection compo-
nents. Using such a method, Maruyama and Aihara [10]
simulated radiative transfer in a simple CZ crystal growth
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furnace. Guo et al. [11] further developed this method to
incorporate curved surface of second degree, proposed a
new ray emission model with high accuracy for axisym-
metric system, and studied the effect of meniscus on ra-
diative heat exchange in a complicated CZ furnace with
diffuse and specular surfaces. These researches [10±11]
reveal that the use of diffuse re¯ection on silicon crystal
and melt surfaces leads to a considerable error in the
predictions of radiative heat ¯ux and temperature ®eld
under pure radiative heat transfer mode. A recent study by
Hahn et al. [14] investigated global heat transfer with
diffuse and specular surfaces, in which the curved surface
property was not included and the lower accurate ray
emission model was used [10]. Guo et al. [15] found that
the specular re¯ection of melt becomes more important as
the curvature of the melt surface becomes steeper.

In CZ silicon crystal growth process a meniscus is
formed at the crystal/melt contact due to capillary effect.
Therefore the melt surface has a steep curvature near the
crystal and tends to be ¯at near the crucible. The existence
of the meniscus in¯uences the radiative heat transfer and
the meniscus should be precisely described by curved
surfaces of second degree [11]. A global heat transfer
analysis has not been found, which addresses both the
meniscus and the specular re¯ection on curved surface.

In the present paper, global numerical analysis of heat
transfer in CZ silicon crystal growth furnace with radiation
on curved diffuse and specular surfaces is performed. The
radiation element method based on the ray tracing method
is employed to solve the radiative heat exchange. The heat
conduction is solved by the Galerkin ®nite element
method. The surface heat ¯ux and temperature on the
surfaces of crystal and melt are compared between spec-
ular and diffuse cases. The temperature ®eld in the whole
furnace is obtained for several radiative surface condi-
tions. The effect of the specular re¯ection at the surfaces of
silicon crystal and melt on global heat transfer and crystal
growth rate is examined.

2
Mathematical formulation
The sketch of the silicon CZ crystal growth furnace in the
present analysis is shown in Fig. 1. The crucible contain-
ing the silicon melt absorbs radiation energy from the
ohmic resistor heater. When the heat generation rate in
the heater and the boundary temperature at the chamber
are given, the global heat transfer including the interface
shape and crystal pulling rate can be simulated simulta-
neously [14].

The heat transfer in the melt is assumed to be domi-
nated by heat conduction and the axisymmetric furnace is
in a pseudo-steady state. The dimensionless form of the
governing equation can be expressed as

Peiêz � rT�i � r � ji T�i
ÿ �rT�i

� �� Q�i �1�
where the subscript i indicates either the crystal, the melt,
the crucible, or other components in the furnace. The
asterisk denotes the nondimensional counterpart in this
section.

In the above, the nondimensional variables are de®ned
as

j � k
kl
; Pe � qsCpsVsRc

kl
; T� � T

T0
; Q� � Q

klT0=R2
c

Here, Pe is the Peclet number which represents the di-
mensionless crystal pulling rate, j the ratio of thermal
conductivity, Q the heat generation rate in the heater, T the
temperature, T0 the melting point of silicon and Rc the
radius of crystal, respectively. The subscripts l and s
represent silicon liquid and solid, respectively.

In the present study, the heat loss from the exposed
surfaces is assumed only due to radiation, and the melt/
crystal interface is at the melting temperature isotherm.
The boundary condition is then constructed as follows:

(1) at the melt/crystal interface

n̂ � rT�l ÿ jSn̂ � rT�S � PeSt n̂ � êz

T�l � T�S � 1

�
�2�

(2) at the exposed surfaces

j n̂ � rT� � qr� : �3�
Here, êz and n̂ are the unit vectors in the axial and normal
directions, respectively, qr* is the nondimensional radia-
tive heat ¯ux, and St is the Stefan number.

The melt/gas interface is calculated by solving the
Young-Laplace equation. The Galerkin ®nite element

Fig. 1. Sketch of the CZ furnace with silicon crystal of 35 mm
diameter
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method was used to solve the above equations. The
calculation domain is discretized by the isoparametric
quadrilateral elements as shown in Fig. 2. In each element,
temperature is approximated with the biquadratic inter-
polation function. Details of the global analysis method
can be found elsewhere [7, 8].

The radiation heat exchange in the CZ furnace is
solved by the radiation element method. Maruyama [13]
introduced the absorption view factor FA

ij and diffuse
re¯ection view factor FD

ij for analyzing radiation transfer
with diffuse and/or specular surfaces. In an enclosure
system comprised of N radiation surface elements, the
diffuse radiation heat transfer rate QJi and the net rate
of heat loss Qxi at surface element i can be expressed as
[11, 13]

QJi � QTi �
PN
j�1

FD
ji QJj

QXi � QTi ÿ
PN
j�1

FA
ji QJj

9>>>=>>>; �4�

in which, QTi � Aiei r T4
i . Expressing Fji as matrix F and Qi

as vector Q, and eliminating QJi from Eq. (4), the following
relationship is achieved:

QX � FX QT �5�
with

FX � Iÿ FA Iÿ FD
ÿ �ÿ1

: �6�
and I and ( ))1 represent unit matrix and inverse matrix,
respectively. The boundary condition in each radiation
element of the coupled heat transfer system is given as
speci®ed temperature Ti, the unknown QXi can be calcu-
lated by matrix operation of Eq. (5). The solution becomes
purely algebraic. The radiative heat ¯ux of surface element
i is attained by

qr
i �

QXi

Ai
: �7�

The ray tracing method [13] was employed to obtain the
absorption and diffuse re¯ection view factors FA

ij and FD
ij

between different elements, in which the higher accurate
ray emission model proposed by Guo et al. [11] was used.
The radiation elements on the exposed surface in the CZ
furnace consist of numerous axisymmetric ring elements,
which include linear ring elements of a part of a circular
disc, cylinder and cone as well as second order elements of
a part of a sphere, ellipsoid and hyperboloid in order to
capture the steep curvature of the meniscus [11].

The converged solution of the coupled heat transfer
with radiation and conduction was obtained by the itera-
tion process:

(1) calculating temperature ®eld by conduction analysis;
(2) obtaining radiative heat ¯ux qr using known tem-

perature by solving radiative transfer;
(3) using new qr as new boundary condition and re-

turning to step (1).

For the convergence criteria, the relative variations in
temperature and heat ¯ux between two successive itera-

tions were smaller than the pre-assigned accuracy level of
10)4. Several trial calculations were repeated to test the
sensitivity of the grid size and the ray emission model. The
outcome of these exercises was satisfactory.

In radiation analysis, once the calculation of the view
factors is completed, qr can be calculated only by matrix
operation of Eq. (5). This characteristic of the radiation
element method is useful in saving CPU time for coupled
heat transfer in the iterating process.

3
Results and Discussion
The global numerical simulation of the coupled heat
transfer with radiation and conduction was made in the CZ
silicon furnace as shown in Fig. 1. The physical properties
and operating parameters in the CZ silicon crystal growth
furnace were listed in Table 1. The calculation grid
arrangement is displayed in Fig. 2. The meniscus shape
is described by the second order ring elements [11].

To clarify the in¯uence of the specular re¯ection of the
silicon crystal and melt surfaces, three different cases are

Fig. 2. Arrangement of grid for
global heat transfer computation
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investigated: Case 1, both the crystal and melt surfaces are
diffuse; Case 2, the crystal surface is diffuse while the melt
surface is specular; Case 3, both the crystal and melt sur-
faces are specular. All other exposed surfaces in the CZ
furnace are assumed to be diffuse in all cases. In the
present study, a diffuse surface means that qD � 1ÿ e and
qS � 0, while qS � 1ÿ e and qD � 0 for a specular surface.

The distributions of normalized heat ¯ux qr=rT4
0

ÿ �
at

the surfaces of the crystal and melt were drawn in Fig. 3
for diffuse and specular cases. The comparison of the re-
sults between Case 1 and Case 3 discloses that the heat ¯ux
is affected by the surface radiative characteristics. On the
melt surface, heat is lost due to radiation, and a specular
surface increases the heat loss. This is because a specular
surface is much easier to re¯ect radiation heat out of the
high temperature crucible and melt system. On the solid
crystal column, a diffuse surface absorbs much heat since
the radiation heat cannot be easily re¯ected out. However,
the difference of heat ¯ux between the two cases is small in
the upper part of the crystal column. On the cone surface
of the crystal, the difference of heat ¯ux between specular
and diffuse surfaces is slight, because the area of crystal
cone is too small compared with the broad space of the
chamber.

Figure 4 illustrates the surface temperature distribution
on the crystal and melt surfaces, in which comparison
between the results of specular and diffuse conditions is
also conducted. It is seen that the surface temperature for a
specular case is lower than that for a diffuse case. The
temperature difference can be as high as 4 K. The obvious
decrease of surface temperature on the melt for a specular
system can be attributed to the larger heat loss as dis-
cussed in Fig. 3. This ®nding is consistent with the pre-
diction of Guo et al. [11]. Since the pulling velocity of the
crystal is adjusted in order to maintain the position of the
triple point, however, the temperature decrease becomes
small compared with the case of the previous mode [11].
The surface temperature in the region of crystal cylinder
decreases slightly for a specular case. In the cone crystal
region, the surface temperature is slightly higher for the
case of specular. However, the differences of surface

temperature between the specular and diffuse cases are
less than 0.5 K in those two regions.

The temperature ®elds in the CZ furnace are obtained
for the three various cases and illustrated in Fig. 5 in the
part of crystal, melt, crucible and heater, in which contour

Fig. 3. Comparison of the normalized heat ¯ux distributions
on the crystal and melt surfaces between specular and diffuse
cases

Table 1. Physical properties and operating parameters

Emissivity
crystal, chamber 0.55
melt 0.318
crucible, heater, shield, supporter 0.50
puller 0.20

Thermal conductivity [W/(mK)]
crystal 22.0
melt 64.0
crucible, heater, shield, supporter 60.0
puller 58.94

Density of silicon [kg/m3] 2300
Speci®c heat of silicon [J/(kgK)] 1000
Latent heat [J/kg] 1.8 ´ 106

Melting point of silicon [K] 1683
Wall temperature of chamber [K] 300
Crucible inner diameter [mm] 72.0
Crystal diameter [mm] 35.0 Fig. 4. Comparison of the surface temperature on the crystal and

melt between specular and diffuse cases
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lines of temperature are shown every 5 K. Comparing the
results, an obvious temperature difference in the melt re-
gion is found among the three different cases. The largest
temperature variation in the melt region is occurred in
Case 1, i.e., when the crystal and melt surfaces are assumed
to be diffuse. In Case 2, the temperature varies more
gradually than in Case 1. If the specular character on both
the crystal and melt surfaces is taken into account, i.e., in
Case 3, the lowest temperature variation in the melt region
is observed. In other words, the specular re¯ection on the
crystal and melt surfaces decreases the temperature of
the melt due to the decrease of surface temperature and
the increase of the radiative heat ¯ux. In addition, it is seen
that the temperature ®elds in the crucible and the heater
regions are also changed in accordance with the radiative
conditions of the crystal and melt surfaces.

The in¯uence of the re¯ection characteristics of the
crystal and melt surfaces on the silicon crystal growth rate
is demonstrated in Table 2 for the three different cases.
The pulling velocity is controlled in order that the diam-
eter of the crystal is in speci®c value. Hence, the heat
transfer in the melt affects directly the pulling rate, i.e., the
Peclet number. It is seen that the Peclet number becomes
large for the specular cases, although the temperature
difference is small among the three cases. When both the
crystal and melt surfaces are diffuse, i.e., in Case 1, the
calculated pulling rate is the lowest. When the melt surface
is considered as specular as in Case 2, the Peclet number

increases. The largest pulling rate is found in Case 3, where
both the crystal and melt surfaces are specular. The
increase of pulling rate in Case 3 is about 28% higher
comparing with Case 1. Thus, in order to predict accu-
rately the crystal growth, the specular re¯ection property
of the silicon crystal and melt surfaces should be properly
accounted for.

4
Conclusions
Numerical investigation of the global heat transfer with
radiation and conduction was made to incorporate the
specular and/or diffuse re¯ection characteristics in the CZ
silicon crystal growth furnace. The temperature ®elds and
heat ¯ux distributions under various surface radiative
re¯ection conditions were obtained and comparisons
were performed among different cases.

As a result, it is found that the specular surfaces of
crystal and melt enhance the global heat transfer as well as
the radiative heat exchange, particularly in the areas of
melt, crystal and crucible. The heat ¯ux on the specular
melt surface is much larger than that on the diffuse melt
surface. The radiation heat can be more easily re¯ected out
of the specular melt and crystal system, thus be less ab-
sorbed by the solid crystal column. An obvious tempera-
ture decrease in the melt region is found when the specular
re¯ection property of the silicon crystal and melt is con-
sidered. The temperature decrease is about 4 K in some
locations of the melt surface.

The crystal growth process is also strongly in¯uenced
by the surface radiative properties. When the specular
re¯ection is considered, the crystal growth rate is in-
creased. In the case of specular crystal and melt surfaces,
the predicted pulling rate is 28% larger than that for the
case of diffuse surfaces.
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